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What is Trade Credit?

“Trade credit allows Companies to purchase goods or services on account, 

paying the supplier at a future date”

Order Delivery Invoice Payment
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What is Trade Credit?

1. Invoice is due on the date of order and delivery

2. Invoice is due on the date of delivery

3. Invoice is due 30 days after delivery

4. Invoice is due 90 days after delivery or 3% discount within 10 days
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What is Trade Credit?

Value Added Chain

Payment terms

 Domino Effect !
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What is Trade Credit?
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 The buyer wants to pay the ordered goods and services as late as possible
 The supplier needs the payment as soon as possible

Availability and sustainability of credit terms within the OP industry?

 Traditional short term business up to 30 days with small margins
 Try to negotiate with your core suppliers 60 days or discount for early

payment
 Invest in your credit management and avoid longer payment terms than

you have yourself
 Diversify your portfolio
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Why do Companies purchase Trade Credit Insurance?
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Why do Companies purchase Trade Credit Insurance?
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What is Trade Credit Insurance?

Trade credit insurance insures manufacturers, traders and providers of 
services against the risk that their buyer does not pay (after bankruptcy or 
insolvency) or pays very late.

The trade credit insurance policy will pay out a percentage of the outstanding 
debt. This percentage usually ranges from 75% to 95% of the invoice amount, 
but may be higher or lower depending on the type of cover that was 
purchased.

In the absence of trade credit insurance many trade transactions would have 
to be done on a pre-paid or cash basis, or not at all. It is an essential credit 
management tool and used to control risks, improve payment behaviour, 
obtain vital buyer information, and monitor exposures.
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The Trade Credit Insurance market

Global premium in excess of €6bn.

3 x Insurers dominate the market and write 80% + of this number.

Their products are different to Chubb’s, but their market share is declining 

Key trends for our market include :

Soft pricing.

Significant growth in developing markets.

Barriers to entry disappearing.
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Whole Turnover

Excess of Loss

Named Customers

Single Customer

Top up

Available Trade Credit Insurance products
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Whole Turnover

 Suitable for Companies with no or marginal credit management

 Risk assessment by the insurer

 Risk assessment fee

 Typically 75 – 95 % indemnity

 Premium is calculated on turnover or outstanding amounts with monthly reporting

 All buyer limits must be requested individually

 Limits are cancellable

 Limit decisions have direct impact on the sales activities

 Typically, the portfolio is not covered in full
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Top up

 Top up cover for partial limit decisions under a 
primary credit insurance policy

 Terms are based upon the primary policy

 Coverage is up to 100% of the primary policy 
partial limit

 Premium calculated on the approved limit for 
number of days on risk

No additional fees 

 Claims paid 30 days after primary policy 
payment 

 Low administration through e.g. an 
online portal
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Excess of Loss

 Suitable for Companies with excellent credit 
management

Own rules become part of the policy

 Cover in excess of an annual aggregate  
deductible

High level of discretion to enable clients to 
set credit limits 

Non-cancellable credit & country limits

Group limits 

 Policy management via on-line portal

 Fixed policy limit

Up to 100% indemnity
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Named Customers

 Cover for a selection of customers

Often largest customers and / or linked 
to financing (e.g. Top 20% customers 
generate 80 % of turnover)

 Indemnity up to 90% 
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Single Customer
 Cover for a single customer

Often largest customer and / or linked 
to financing

 Indemnity up to 90% 
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How we do underwrite Trade Credit risks.

 We take a view on the trade sector and country risk (s) associated with the enquiry.

 We review the suppliers credit management processes :

 How do they assess the creditworthiness of their Buyers?

 How do they monitor the ongoing financial health of their Buyers?

 What recovery options are available to them should a risk deteriorate?

 We review the quality of their largest trade credit exposures :

 We score the latest financial information (specifically the cashflow statements, profit & loss account and 

balance sheet).

 We prepare a trend analysis versus past results.

 We take into consideration anecdotal information.

 The above will determine our willingness to quote terms (and the structure that we deem appropriate).
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What is the best solution for your business?

One solution may be sweeter than others…

…but that‘s a matter of taste.
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Chubb. Insured.


